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The perfect guy for her and her baby girl...? Kind-hearted nurse Sasha Wilson can’t wait to be a mother! And, with her
unborn little girl almost here, the last thing she needs is to meet handsome doctor Grady O’Neil...again! The former love
of her life walked out on her eleven years ago, taking her heart with him.
"The last thing Sara Carter remembers is driving to the hospital in the middle of a snowstorm just as she was going into
labor. Skidding... then crashing. When she wakes up, she's no longer pregnant. More astonishing, the man she loved
and lost is still alive. Has Sara been given a second chance to rescue Jack Morgan from his tragic destiny? To save them
both? From the moment Jack meets Sara, he has the feeling he knows her from somewhere. Her first touch awakens
long-dormant emotions and arouses a fierce wave of desire. But how does Sara seem to sense he's in danger?
Whatever twist of fate brought them together, Jack knows he has only one shot at a future: keep them both alive long
enough to find out if their love is strong enough to withstand the forces threatening to drive them apart."--P. [4] of cover.
When their unassuming Grandma June dies, Giovanna, Keyah, and Fatima are shocked to learn she had saved a small
fortune and has left three million dollars to them, her granddaughters. But there’s a catch: each sister must marry the
father of her children no later than six months after reading the will. Piece of cake, right? Wrong! Each sister has a
complicated relationship with her “baby daddy.” Giovanna, a successful lawyer and a proudly independent woman, has
no desire to marry Douglas---even if he makes her breath catch when he walks in the room and is a wonderful dad to
their daughter. She’s got a feeling that Douglas is keeping secrets. Keyah’s boyfriend, Jag slipped a ring on her finger
years ago but seems content to stay forever engaged. And Fatima’s on-again, off-again relationship with Dune is filled
with more ups and downs than a roller coaster. So why would Grandma June want her granddaughters to marry these
men? Because sometimes Grandma really knows best. The clock is ticking. Will it be a countdown to wedding bells or
disaster?
Find Your Baby's Father, this title was developed from the author's personal experience. Eunice was told to go find her
baby's father by the father of her child who claimed he wasn't the father. These words haunted her all through her life.
The Father Of Her Sons - Christine Rimmer How do you make up for four years of lost time? No last names. No promises
to meet again. No way for Payton Dahl to find the man who's the father of her twin boys. Until fate reunites them four
years later. Easton Wright now wants to be part of his sons' lives -- with the woman he fell hard for during those seven
days and nights of bliss. Payton doesn't want her sons to grow up fatherless like she did, but can she risk trusting Easton
when she's been burned in the past? His Baby No Matter What - Melissa Senate His late wife's best friend promised
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answers. He promised a Christmas they'd never forget. Nothing will change how much Colt Dawson loves his baby boy.
Not even the shocking news his deceased wife lied about Ryder's paternity. But confronting Ava Guthrie about his ex's
sperm-donor scheme doesn't go as planned. For starters, Ava needs his help rescuing her alpaca farm. Secondly, she's
everything his wife wasn't. Genuine. Kind. Utterly captivating. Will Ava heal Colt's betrayed heart in time for a Wyoming
family Christmas?
A Promise For The Twins - Melissa Senate Former soldier Nick Garroway is in Wedlock Creek to fulfil a promise made to
a fallen comrade: to check in on the woman the man had left pregnant with twins. Brooke Timber is in desperate need of
a nanny and what else can Nick do but fill in? She's planning his father's wedding and all the family togetherness soon
has Brooke and Nick rethinking if this promise is temporary...or forever. A Father For Her Child - Laurel Greer Widow
Cadence Grigg is slowly putting her life back together - and raising her infant son. By her side is her late husband's best
friend, Zach Cardenas, who can't help his burgeoning feelings for Cadie and her baby boy. Though determined not to fall
in love again, Cadie might find that Cupid has other plans for her happily-ever-after...
Billie's wedding day should have been the happiest of her life. She was marrying the father of her baby…her secret baby. But
tycoon Alexei Drakos had suffered amnesia, so he had no recollection of the incredible night he'd spent with Billie a year ago….
Tonight he was expecting his new bride to be a virgin… Billie knew that a marriage laced with hidden surprises was not likely to
last. If only for their son's sake, she had to convince Alexei of the truth…starting tonight in the honeymoon bed…
A father for her unborn child...Josie's husband, Conan Zarcourt, was tall, dark and seriously sexy. Yet Josie could only look, not
touch, as theirs was a marriage in name only. Conan had stepped in as father to his brother's child -- the baby Josie was
carrying...But when an accident left Josie with amnesia she naturally assumed that Conan was her husband, her lover and the
father of her baby. And until she remembered the truth Conan was more than happy to have Josie in his bed...
An ideal gift for the birth of a child, these books skillfully and with humor guide men through the daunting experience of being a
new father, from birth through the toddler years. The first volume, The New Father: A Dad's Guide to the First Year, answers
hundreds of questions, such as, How can you become an effective, involved father when you see your baby for only half an hour
after work every day? and What is the best way to start saving for your child's college education? Author Armin Brott charts the
physical, intellectual, verbal, and emotional changes the child is going through, and examines the emotional and psychological
developments the father may be experiencing. He suggests activities appropriate to each month and covers such parenting issues
as finding quality child care and understanding changes in the relationship with one's partner. The second volume, Fathering Your
Toddler: A Dad's Guide to the Second and Third Years, devotes a chapter to every three months of the second and third years,
addressing such questions as, At what age should you introduce your child to computers? and what guidelines should you follow
when choosing a preschool? Following the format of the previous volume, this book examines a multitude of topics, including
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dealing with the baby's fears, choosing play activities, developing a parenting style, toilet training, and teaching kids about money.
Incorporating the author's and other fathers' personal experiences, as well as the advice of top researchers in the field, the books
are illustrated with delightful cartoons that will make even the most anxious father chuckle.
How has it been so far? “Don’t ask. I have been bending over a plastic bag filled with vomit and these terrible mood swings, I
survived through it all. Make her understand that it’s not being easy on me either I am going through the pregnancy myself. How
do I handle her mood swings and her unpredictable behaviour, the hormonal rages. It’s as if I have my foot in the mouth. I don’t
know what to do or what to say?”And this is a man describing the start of the pregnancy. A helpless man who would endlessly
watch his woman throw up rush and get a bucket or plastic bag by the bed side saving her the trip to the toilet. “There is not much
of information available for expecting fathers said another exasperated father to be. Rakhi write about how we men can take care
of our spouses at this time? How does a man figure out how to support his wife during this phase understanding pregnancy and
the way it affects his partner mentally physically and emotionally?” This book is a humble attempt to help an expecting father
understand his woman. Hence together as a couple they make beautiful memories and bond through the family way. Ladies only if
you ask will you get what you want. So read along and understand your man’s dilemma and help him help you.
Double the trouble, double the love--everything you need to be a super dad to twins Congrats, Dad--you're having twins! So what's
next? A Dad's Guide to Newborn Twins is the comprehensive manual to prepare you for this new, exciting stage of your life. From
the moment you find out about your new bundles of joy until the end of your first year, this book covers essential (and reassuring)
tips and strategies for creating your own caring-for-twins toolkit. Find out how to apply for paternity leave, track milestones, feed
two babies at once (very carefully!), calm their crying, and more. A Dad's Guide to Newborn Twins includes: All about
twins--Whether it's dealing with potential birth complications or finding ways to sleep with two infants around, get advice that
prepares you for the unique challenges of twins. Taking care of mom--Become a super partner as you power-up your knowledge
and learn the best things to do at home, at the hospital, and during delivery. Shopping for two--Put your baby registry together in a
flash with a convenient cheat sheet, as well as guidelines for choosing the best strollers, car seats, and more. Make sure you're
ready to welcome two newborns into the world with some help from A Dad's Guide to Newborn Twins.
The Playboy Hunter’s life has never been so perfect, until he meets the spinster Clarice Mason. He accidentally impregnates her,
then confesses to the whole world that he wants to sleep with her again. Knowing Clarice will think he’s the same playboy
Casanova as always, Hunter is determined to prove her wrong by being the perfect partner and father for their baby. But nosy
people tend to crop up where he least expects them, out to destroy his chances. The Spinster All Clarice Mason’s thoughts are
preoccupied with her unborn baby. When Hunter comes barging into her life, claiming he’s taking responsibility as the father, it’s
like he’s grown three heads. She can take care of herself. It is her baby after all. If the father of her baby is this Casanova, then
she would prefer he’s not involved at all. But when Hunter begins displaying all the traits she so desires in a man, she knows her
heart is in grave danger. How can Hunter prove to her that he is utterly and undeniably in love with her? That he’s giving her his
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heart and soul for all eternity? All he wants to say are those three words that will bind him to her forever… Spinsters and Playboys
series is set in the beautiful country of New Zealand. Humorous and steamy, this second book ends in a cliffhanger. Spinsters and
Playboys reading order: 1) Baby Be Mine (Clarice and Hunter book 1) 2) Baby I'm Yours (Clarice and Hunter book 2) 3) Baby Love
Me (Clarice and Hunter book 3) 4) Boss Lady (Whitney and Darcy) A standalone novel
She needed protection for herself and her baby Kit Bannack had witnessed a murder and set a killer on her trail. Fortunately, the
sexiest cowboy she'd ever seen kidnapped her for safekeeping. And while her handsome bodyguard kept her and her child out of
harm's way, Kit was pole axed by Luke St. John the man. He'd surely stolen her heart forever. By night, Luke showered her with
tender caresses. By day, he was consumed by his need to right a wrong. And Kit, loving this honourable man, knew he was
everything she'd want need in a husband and father. But before they could be a family, they had to catch a killer .
ARE YOU A NEW DADDY? EXPECTING TO BE A DADDY? KNOW SOMEONE WHO IS? DO YOU NEED SOME GUIDANCE?
The prospect of being a first-time parent might seem daunting. After all, you want the very best for your little bundle of joy. Maybe
you have fears and worries, like being unsure if you can soothe your new baby when he or she cries. Or perhaps you secretly
wonder if you'll be able to do everything right. If you are feeling a bit clueless, you are certainly not alone. Do you know you need
to do some research but just don't have the time to scour every corner of the internet or every parenting book out there? Well fear
not - this book has you covered. In NEW DAD WORDS OF WISDOM, all that work has already been done for you. In about an
hour, you can learn all the basics you need to know, and save yourself hours and days of tedious research. LEARN THE BASICS
OF NEWBORN CARE AND TURN YOUR FEAR AND DOUBT INSIDE OUT! NEW DAD WORDS OF WISDOM was written by
Beau Salts, a MALE REGISTERED NURSE, with the rookie dad (or mom) in mind. It contains all of the do's and do-nots of
parenting, to give your mini-me the very best possible start in life. This concise guide tackles all of the core points of new-born
child care. You are going to learn: The unexpected mindset you have to guard against as a new father, even though you may have
thought it could only affect your lady. How a simple $3 item at your local pharmacy can help keep your baby from getting sick. How
to deal with unwanted attention from visitors. All about the essential item you are going to need if you don't want to carry your baby
around all the time. Already have a beloved pet? Learn how to avoid playing favorites when you bring your new baby home. A little
trick for diaper care with baby boys that will prevent an unpleasant surprise! How a blanket can minimize the amount of sleep you
lose. The products you must AVOID using in the care of your newborn. Your key role as a dad that you must fulfill, and how to
fulfill it. How to balance your job and your responsibilities as a father. And much, much more! Sadly, babies don't come equipped
with an instruction leaflet, but this detailed guide contains all you'll need in a simple and easy-to-digest format. Fatherhood is a
monumental and joyous change in any man's life; ensure you start off on the right foot - you, and your baby, deserve it. Scroll up to
the TOP + hit the BUY BUTTON
A lyrical celebration of multiculturalism as a parent shares with a child the value of their heritage and why it should be a source of
pride, even when others disagree.
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This stimulating book explores many fascinating new understandings of the importance of a father in a child's development.
Richard Fletcher, a pioneer researcher in the area of men's health and family issues, examines how a father's close bond with his
baby is vital for the development of the child's healthy brain structure and their cognitive and emotional development. The Dad
Factor presents explanations of why a father's involvement with his child, right from birth, is vitally important to the development of
a child's brain and emotional stability. In this book, Richard Fletcher considers new findings, including how, in the first hours after
birth, a baby is primed to react to the father's voice he or she heard when in the womb; how father-baby bonding matters for the
child's emotional, physical, and cognitive development; and how the way that a father interacts with his baby can shape the
structure of the baby's brain. The effect of a dad simply "playing around" with his child can alter the pathways formed by the
neurons in the brain of that growing infant. (So fathers playing "peek-a-boo" are not wasting time, but doing the real stuff of
parenting!) Additionally, Richard Fletcher addresses some contentious issues of child development, examines the evolution of a
father's role, and uses feedback from men in his parenting classes to answer many questions a new father-to-be might have.
Simplified Chinese edition of Knuffle Bunny: A Cautionary Tale
This journal deepens the father/daughter bond while creating a keepsake for when conversation is no longer possible. With
journaling questions for Dad such as: "What is a concert you'll never forget?" "What should I look for in a relationship?" "When
you're gone, what is something you'll want me to remember you saying?" These questions will transport you from the daily routine
into a time when the ordinary has been rendered sacred. Whether you're a parent looking to leave a legacy to your child, or a child
recording memories of your parent, make time for the questions you'll later wish you asked: your future self will thank you.
Commonly asked questions: Who is this journal for? The journal provides over 100 questions for a father to answer for his
daughter. It makes a perfect baby shower gift for a new father of a baby girl, keepsake gift for an aging father, and thoughtful
present for fathers and daughters of all stages in between. Some adult children sit with their parents and fill out the journal while
asking the questions: this invites thoughtful conversations and generational connection. Others choose to purchase the journal for
themselves, fill it out, and present it as a gift to their children. This journal can be an especially thoughtful gift for a father who has
lost a parent; these fathers often deeply recognize the importance of recording memories for their children. This journal is also a
thoughtful gift for adult children whose parents may be struggling with early signs of memory loss, dementia, or Alzheimer's; asking
these questions can jog a parent's memory, inspire thoughtful conversation, and provide a space to appreciate the parent who still
remains. If I have multiple kids, do I need multiple journals? Most questions in the journal are about Dad himself, but there are also
questions particular to each child. For this reason, most parents choose to have one journal for each child; this also eliminates the
need to "choose" who eventually receives the journal. However, it's also possible to answer these particular questions separately
for each child within one journal.

About one-third of births in the United States occur to unmarried parents. Evidence suggests that children who grow up in
families headed by single parents have worse socioeconomic outcomes than those raised by married parents.
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"Fatherlessness" has become a byword in public debate and policymaking, yet fundamental questions about unmarried
parents and their ideas of paternal responsibility remain unanswered. In My Baby's Father, Maureen R. Waller draws on
interviews with unmarried parents whose children receive welfare to address several basic, vital questions: How do lowincome mothers and fathers define the father's obligation to his children and explain irresponsible behavior among
fathers? How do they negotiate private arrangements of paternal acknowledgment and support? And how do these
informal practices interact with mandatory welfare and child-support regulations? The majority of research on low-income
families focuses on single mothers. Waller's book also gives a voice to the fathers, historically either excluded from
academic and policy discussions or simply characterized as "deadbeat dads" with no sense of paternal responsibility. By
documenting the experiences of African-American and white parents simultaneously, Waller illustrates the extent to
which beliefs and practices are likely to cut across racial lines. She also shifts the focus from teenagers to adults, who
constitute the largest group of unmarried parents. My Baby's Father provides honest glimpses into the lives of unmarried
parents. In addition, it offers specific recommendations for social policies that are both better suited to unmarried parents'
socioeconomic situations and more responsive to the practices of responsible fatherhood in low-income families.
A practical pregnancy and parenting guide for dads from a male antenatal educator Becoming a dad can be a daunting
time, andmost pregnancy and parenting information is targeted towards women. This exciting new book, from a leading
expert in working with expectant dads, doesn't sideline or speak down to men. Instead it provides an array of targeted
information to fully prepare men for their new roles as both birth partners and fathers. This is a one-stop guide for men on
their path to fatherhood. It provides practical answers to all the questions on the mind of a dad-to-be, from what to expect
at each stage of pregnancy to how to cope with any worries and fears about becoming a father. It also reveals unique
insights into a dad's role during labor, showing key strategies for improving the birth. Both practical and accessible, this
guide will provide all the information and advice fathers need for the journey ahead."
Years ago, Bryen was a proud father with nothing but happiness before him. Now he was a doctor and a published
author struggling to remain relevant in his daughter's life. The struggle was real, the struggle to not be another baby
daddy, but to be a father.
Compilation of the 1st 3 baby father novels. Described as raw, powerful, humourous and triumphantly frank.
This humorous but practical guide to new fatherhood combines firsthand anecdotes and experiences with interviews,
research, and sound advice. First-time fathers will benefit from the trimester by trimester breakdown of what's happening
with mother and baby. Information and advice about prenatal classes, how to help out in the delivery room, hormonal
changes, the quest for the perfect name, coping with sleep deprivation, and living a minivan lifestyle are included.
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Valentina holds her newborn son. Though hers wasn’t a planned pregnancy, she’s determined to raise him on her own.
But then, several months later, she’s informed that he isn’t her son after all. Apparently, her baby was mixed up with
someone else’s at the hospital. The father of the other child, Giovanni, has just gone through a divorce and is also
raising his son on his own. When the babies are returned to their biological parents, they won’t stop crying. At a loss and
determined to do what’s best for his child, Giovanni suggests to Valentina that they move in together.
Featured on Oprah and excerpted in Glamour magazine, this exploration of the positive and negative effects the birth of a child
has on a marriage is based on the largest, most comprehensive study of couples entering parenthood ever conducted.
An indispensable handbook on all aspects of fatherhood during the first 12 months, by the author of The Expectant Father. The
essential handbook for all things first-year father is now fully updated and revised. Not only will new dads get a month-by-month
guide to their baby’s development, men reading The New Father will learn how they change, grow, and develop over the first
twelve months of fatherhood. In each chapter, Brott focuses on What’s Going On with the Baby; What You’re Going Through;
What’s Going On with Your Partner; You and Your Baby; Family Matters; and more. The latest research, as well as time-honored
wisdom--and humor, thanks to New Yorker cartoons and Brott’s light touch--make The New Father indispensible for the modern
father who doesn’t want to miss a moment of his child’s first year. What’s new? ? How technology is changing fatherhood ?
Changing definitions of fatherhood ? Changes in the way society deals with dads?from changing tables in public men’s rooms to
workplace flexibility ? Research proving that a father’s love is just as important as a mother’s ? How being an involved dad
rewires a man’s brain ? How changes in women’s roles in the family affect dads and their roles ? Special concerns for: young
dads, older dads, at-home dads, unmarried dads, dads in same-sex couples, dads in blended families, dads of kids with special
needs, and men who became dads with the help of technology ? The special impact dads have on girls and boys ? Specific
strategies dads can use to get?and stay?involved in their children’s lives ? Updated resources for new fathers Not to mention new
research and information on: ? How to understand what your baby is telling you ? Babies’ amazing abilities ? Baby massage--they
love it! ? The latest on vaccinations and healthcare ? And much, much more
A Father for Her Baby & the Midwife's SonHer Baby's FatherHarlequin
The Midwife's Son: Men are off the cards for midwife Jessica Baxter! Juggling her career and her adorable little son Nicholas is as
much as she can cope with right now. Yet when hot-shot international doctor Jackson Wilson sweeps her off her feet, Jess is
unable to resist spending the night with him. She knows anything long-term is out of the question - Jackson's only in Golden Bay
temporarily - but when Nicholas starts getting attached Jess begins to dream of so much more...
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